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Abstract
Background: do ĚĞƚĞrŵŝnĞ ƚhĞ pass raƚĞ oĨ ƚhĞ Įnal Ğǆŝƚ ĞǆaŵŝnaƟon oĨ ƚhĞ ollĞgĞ oĨ KrƚhopaĞĚŝĐ ^urgĞons oĨ ^ouƚh ĨrŝĐa 
΀&Krƚh;^Ϳ΁anĚƚoassĞssƚhĞĐorrĞlaƟonďĞƚǁĞĞnƚhĞǁrŝttĞnĐoŵponĞnƚǁŝƚhƚhĞĐlŝnŝĐalanĚoralĐoŵponĞnƚ.
Methods:ZĞsulƚsoĨĐanĚŝĚaƚĞsǁhoparƟĐŝpaƚĞĚŝnƚhĞ&Krƚh;^ͿĮnalĞǆaŵŝnaƟonĚurŝngaϭϮͲǇĞarpĞrŝoĚĨroŵDarĐhϮϬϬϱ
ƚhroughƚoEoǀĞŵďĞrϮϬϭϲǁĞrĞassĞssĞĚrĞƚrospĞĐƟǀĞlǇ.WassraƚĞsanĚĐoŵponĞnƚaǀĞragĞsǁĞrĞanalǇsĞĚusŝngĚĞsĐrŝpƟǀĞanĚ
ŝnĨĞrĞnƟalsƚaƟsƟĐs.^pĞarŵan s͛rhoƚĞsƚǁasusĞĚƚoĚĞƚĞrŵŝnĞƚhĞĐorrĞlaƟonďĞƚǁĞĞnƚhĞĐoŵponĞnƚs.
Results:  ƚoƚal oĨ ϯϵϵ ĐanĚŝĚaƚĞsŵaĚĞ ϱϰϭ attĞŵpƚs aƚ ƚhĞǁrŝttĞn ĐoŵponĞnƚ oĨ ƚhĞ ĞǆaŵŝnaƟon͖ ϳϭ.ϱй oĨ attĞŵpƚsǁĞrĞ
suĐĐĞssĨulanĚϯϴϳĐanĚŝĚaƚĞsǁĞrĞŝnǀŝƚĞĚƚoƚhĞĐlŝnŝĐalanĚoralĐoŵponĞnƚ͕oĨǁhŝĐhϯϰϭ;ϴϴйͿĐanĚŝĚaƚĞsǁĞrĞĐĞrƟĮĞĚ.dhĞ
sĞĐonĚͲattĞŵpƚpassraƚĞĨorƚhosĞĐanĚŝĚaƚĞsǁhoǁroƚĞƚhĞǁrŝttĞnĐoŵponĞnƚagaŝnǁasϰϮй.dhĞaǀĞragĞannualŝnĐrĞasĞŝnƚhĞ
nuŵďĞroĨĐĞrƟĮĞĚĐanĚŝĚaƚĞsǁasϴ.ϱй.dhĞoǀĞrallĐĞrƟĨǇŝngraƚĞŝnĐrĞasĞĚďǇϭ.ϱйĨorƚhŝspĞrŝoĚ./nǀŝƚĞĚĐanĚŝĚaƚĞsǁhosĐorĞĚ
lĞssƚhanϱϰйĨorƚhĞǁrŝttĞnĐoŵponĞnƚǁĞrĞaƚsŝgnŝĮĐanƚrŝsŬoĨĨaŝlŝngƚhĞĐlŝnŝĐalanĚoralĐoŵponĞnƚ.dhĞǁrŝttĞnĐoŵponĞnƚ
shoǁĞĚǁĞaŬĐorrĞlaƟonǁŝƚhƚhĞĐlŝnŝĐalanĚoralĐoŵponĞnƚ;rсϬ.ϰϴͿ.
Conclusion:thŝlĞƚhĞǁrŝttĞnĐoŵponĞnƚǁasĨounĚƚoďĞanĞīĞĐƟǀĞgaƚĞŬĞĞpĞr͕ asĞǀŝĚĞnĐĞĚďǇahŝghĞǀĞnƚualĐĞrƟĨǇŝngraƚĞ͕
ƚhĞrĞsulƚsoĨƚhŝsĐoŵponĞnƚoĨƚhĞ&Krƚh;^ͿĮnalĞǆaŵŝnaƟonĚŝĚnoƚĐorrĞlaƚĞsƚronglǇǁŝƚhƚhĞpĞrĨorŵanĐĞŝnƚhĞĐlŝnŝĐalanĚ
oralĐoŵponĞnƚ.dhŝsĮnĚŝngĐonĮrŵsƚhĞǀaluĞoĨƚhĞǁrŝttĞnĐoŵponĞnƚasparƚoĨaĐoŵprĞhĞnsŝǀĞassĞssŵĞnƚĨorƚhĞƋualŝƚǇoĨ
orƚhopaĞĚŝĐsurgĞons.
Level of evidence:>ĞǀĞlϰ
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Introduction and background
dhĞurgĞnƚnĞĞĚƚoproĚuĐĞǁĞllͲƚraŝnĞĚsurgĞonsŝnloǁͲŵŝĚĚlĞ
ŝnĐoŵĞ ĐounƚrŝĞs ;>D/Ϳ has rĞĐĞnƚlǇ ďĞĞn hŝghlŝghƚĞĚ ďǇ ƚhĞ
>anĐĞƚ oŵŵŝssŝon on 'loďal ^urgĞrǇ.1  ĐruĐŝal rĞƋuŝsŝƚĞ ƚo
ĞǀaluaƚĞ ƚhĞ ƋualŝƚǇ oĨ surgĞons proĚuĐĞĚ ŝs a ĐoŵprĞhĞnsŝǀĞ
spĞĐŝalŝsƚ Ğǆŝƚ ĞǆaŵŝnaƟon ǁhŝĐh ĐonĮrŵs a ĐanĚŝĚaƚĞ ŝs Įƚ ƚo
praĐƟĐĞ./n^ouƚhĨrŝĐa͕orƚhopaĞĚŝĐsurgŝĐalƚraŝnŝngŝsunĚĞrƚhĞ
supĞrǀŝsŝonoĨĞŝghƚaĐaĚĞŵŝĐŝnsƟƚuƟons.dhĞ,ĞalƚhWroĨĞssŝons
ounĐŝl oĨ ^ouƚh ĨrŝĐa ;,W^Ϳ has appoŝnƚĞĚ ƚhĞ ollĞgĞs oĨ
DĞĚŝĐŝnĞoĨ^ouƚhĨrŝĐaas ƚhĞĚĞsŝgnaƚĞĚunŝƚarǇĞǆaŵŝnaƟon
ďoĚǇƚoĞǀaluaƚĞanĚĐĞrƟĨǇsuĐĐĞssĨulĐanĚŝĚaƚĞsoĨƚhĞollĞgĞ
oĨ KrƚhopaĞĚŝĐ ^urgĞons oĨ ^ouƚh ĨrŝĐa ΀& Krƚh;^Ϳ΁ Įnal
ĞǆaŵŝnaƟon.anĚŝĚaƚĞsnĞĞĚƚoĐoŵplĞƚĞƚraŝnŝngƟŵĞ͕proĚuĐĞ
aĚŝssĞrƚaƟonanĚpassƚhĞĮnalĐoŵposŝƚĞĞǆaŵŝnaƟonƚoďĞĐoŵĞ
aspĞĐŝalŝsƚ.
lƚhoughƚhŝsĨorŵaƚsĞĞŵsǁĞllsuŝƚĞĚƚoassĞssƚhĞĐoŵplĞǆŝƚǇ
oĨsurgŝĐalĐoŵpĞƚĞnĐĞ͕ ƚhĞrĞ ŝs lŝŵŝƚĞĚĞǀŝĚĞnĐĞ ŝn ƚhĞsurgŝĐal
Ěoŵaŝn rĞgarĚŝng ƚhĞ ĚĞsĐrŝpƟon oĨ ƚhĞ ĞǆaŵŝnaƟon proĐĞssĞs
ǁŝƚh ƚhĞ ŵajorŝƚǇ oĨ lŝƚĞraƚurĞ ĚĞǀoƚĞĚ ƚo ƚhĞ psǇĐhoŵĞƚrŝĐ
aĚĞƋuaĐǇ oĨ ǀarŝous assĞssŵĞnƚ ŵĞƚhoĚs.2,3 &urƚhĞrŵorĞ͕ ƚhĞ
ĐoŵposŝƚĞĞǆaŵŝnaƟonĨorŵaƚŝsalaďourͲanĚrĞsourĐĞͲŝnƚĞnsŝǀĞ
unĚĞrƚaŬŝng anĚ ĚĞpĞnĚs ƚo a grĞaƚ ĚĞgrĞĞ on ƚhĞ ĨĞasŝďŝlŝƚǇ
rĞgarĚŝng hŝgh Đosƚ͕ ĞǆaŵŝnĞrs͛ ƟŵĞ͕ ĨaĐŝlŝƟĞs anĚ ĨunĚs͕
ĞspĞĐŝallǇ Ĩor >D/s.ϰ͕ϱtŝƚh rĞsourĐĞ lŝŵŝƚaƟons ŝn suďͲ^aharan
ĨrŝĐaarĞalŝƚǇ͕ ƚhĞĨoĐusŝsƚoŵŝnŝŵŝsĞƚhĞaĚŵŝnŝsƚraƟǀĞďurĚĞn
ĨorĞǆaŵŝnaƟonďoĚŝĞsanĚƚhĞrĞĨorĞĐonsƚanƚlǇrĞͲĞǀaluaƚĞanĚ
ĐhoosĞ approprŝaƚĞ ĞǆaŵŝnaƟon ĐoŵponĞnƚs ǁhŝĐh Đan sƟll
ĚĞlŝǀĞrƚhĞĚĞsŝrĞĚƋualŝƚǇŝnsĞlĞĐƟngoursurgĞons.
dhĞ oǀĞrall aŝŵ oĨ ƚhŝs sƚuĚǇ ǁas ƚhĞrĞĨorĞ ƚo analǇsĞ anĚ
ĚĞsĐrŝďĞ ƚhĞ rĞsulƚs oĨ ƚhĞ & Krƚh;^Ϳ Įnal ĞǆaŵŝnaƟon.
^pĞĐŝĮĐ oďjĞĐƟǀĞs ǁĞrĞ ƚo assĞss ƚhĞ ĐorrĞlaƟon ďĞƚǁĞĞn ƚhĞ
ǁrŝttĞnĐoŵponĞnƚǁŝƚhƚhĞĐlŝnŝĐalanĚoralĐoŵponĞnƚsoĨƚhĞ
ĞǆaŵŝnaƟonasǁĞllasƚoĚĞƚĞrŵŝnĞƚhĞoǀĞrallĐĞrƟĨǇŝngraƚĞoĨ
ƚhosĞĐanĚŝĚaƚĞsǁhopassĞĚƚhĞǁrŝttĞnĐoŵponĞnƚ.dhĞǁrŝttĞn
ĐoŵponĞnƚ ĨunĐƟons as a gaƚĞŬĞĞpĞr͕  prĞǀĞnƟng ĐanĚŝĚaƚĞs
ǁhoĨaŝlƚhŝsĐoŵponĞnƚĨroŵprogrĞssŝngƚoƚhĞĐlŝnŝĐalanĚoral
ĐoŵponĞnƚ./naĚĚŝƟon͕ƚhĞǁrŝttĞnĐoŵponĞnƚŵĞasurĞshŝghĞr
orĚĞrĐognŝƟǀĞsŬŝllsǁhŝĐhŝsĚŝīĞrĞnƚĨroŵƚhĞŵorĞĐlŝnŝĐalsŬŝlls
rĞƋuŝrĞĚŝnƚhĞoralanĚĐlŝnŝĐalĐoŵponĞnƚs.ϲ 
Methods
rĞƚrospĞĐƟǀĞrĞǀŝĞǁoĨƚhĞ&Krƚh;^ͿĮnalĞǆaŵŝnaƟonrĞsulƚs
ǁasĐonĚuĐƚĞĚanĚall ƚĞsƚ rĞsulƚsoĨ ƚhŝs spĞĐŝalŝsƚĞǆaŵŝnaƟon
ĨroŵDarĐhϮϬϬϱƚhroughƚoEoǀĞŵďĞrϮϬϭϲǁĞrĞŝnĐluĚĞĚ.Eo
ĚĞŵographŝĐĚaƚaǁasaǀaŝlaďlĞanĚƚhĞrĞsulƚsoĨallĐanĚŝĚaƚĞs
ǁhoǁĞrĞaĚŵŝttĞĚ ƚo ƚhĞǁrŝttĞnĐoŵponĞnƚǁĞrĞ ŝnĐluĚĞĚ ŝn
ƚhĞanalǇsŝs.
Examination structure 
dhĞ&Krƚh;^ͿusĞaĐoŵposŝƚĞƚĞsƚĨorŵaƚƚoassĞssĐanĚŝĚaƚĞs͛
ŬnoǁlĞĚgĞanĚĐlŝnŝĐalsŬŝlls.dhŝsĞǆaŵŝnaƟonĐoŵprŝsĞsǁrŝttĞn
papĞrs͕ĐlŝnŝĐalĐasĞsanĚoralĞǆaŵŝnaƟons;Figure 1). 
urŝng ƚhĞ pĞrŝoĚ oĨ ƚhŝs rĞǀŝĞǁ͕ ƚhĞ ǁrŝttĞn ĐoŵponĞnƚ
ĐonsŝsƚĞĚ oĨ ƚhrĞĞ ϯͲhour papĞrs ǁŝƚh shorƚͲ anĚ ĞssaǇͲsƚǇlĞ
ƋuĞsƟons.
dhĞ ĐlŝnŝĐal ĐoŵponĞnƚ ǁas ĐoŵposĞĚ oĨ a long ĐasĞ ǁŝƚh 
ϯϬŵŝnuƚĞsƚoŝnƚĞrǀŝĞǁanĚĞǆaŵŝnĞanonͲsƚanĚarĚŝsĞĚpaƟĞnƚ.
dhĞ ĐanĚŝĚaƚĞ ƚhĞn prĞsĞnƚĞĚ ƚhĞ ĐasĞ ŝn ϭϱ ŵŝnuƚĞs ƚo ƚhĞ
ĞǆaŵŝnĞrsǁŝƚhanaĚĚŝƟonalϭϱŵŝnuƚĞsalloĐaƚĞĚĨorĚŝsĐussŝon
arounĚ ƚhĞ ĐasĞ. dhĞsĞ ƋuĞsƟons ǁĞrĞ noƚ sƚanĚarĚŝsĞĚ.
&urƚhĞrŵorĞ͕ĐanĚŝĚaƚĞsǁĞrĞƚoĞǆaŵŝnĞƚǁosĞƚsoĨshorƚĐlŝnŝĐal
ĐasĞs͕paƚhologŝĐalĐasĞsasǁĞllasraĚŝologŝĐalŵaƚĞrŝal.
dhĞoralĞǆaŵŝnaƟonĐonsŝsƚĞĚoĨƚhrĞĞϯϬͲŵŝnuƚĞĞǆaŵŝnaƟons.
aĐh ĐanĚŝĚaƚĞǁas assĞssĞĚ sĞparaƚĞlǇ ďǇ ƚhrĞĞ ƚĞaŵs oĨ ƚǁo
ĞǆaŵŝnĞrsĞaĐh.dhĞǇĐoǀĞrĞĚorƚhopaĞĚŝĐƚrauŵa͕rĞĐonsƚruĐƟǀĞ
orƚhopaĞĚŝĐsurgĞrǇanĚorƚhopaĞĚŝĐpaƚhologǇ.
dhĞoǀĞrallŵarŬ ĨorĞaĐhĐoŵponĞnƚ rĞŇĞĐƚĞĚa sĐorĞŵaĚĞ
up oĨ ŵarŬs Ĩroŵ ƚhĞ ƚhrĞĞ suďͲĐoŵponĞnƚs. ll sĐorĞs ǁĞrĞ
ĞǆprĞssĞĚ on a pĞrĐĞnƚagĞ sĐalĞ. dhĞ sĞƚ pass ŵarŬ Ĩor ƚhĞ
ǁrŝttĞnĞǆaŵŝnaƟonǁasϱϬйanĚsuďsĞƋuĞnƚlǇalloǁĞĚĨorĞnƚrǇ
ŝnƚoƚhĞĐlŝnŝĐalanĚoralĞǆaŵŝnaƟon.dhĞǁĞŝghŝngoĨƚhĞsĞƚǁo
ĐoŵponĞnƚs ǁĞrĞ ĞƋual. anĚŝĚaƚĞs ǁĞrĞ unsuĐĐĞssĨul ŝĨ ƚhĞǇ
ĨaŝlĞĚƚǁoorŵorĞsuďͲĐoŵponĞnƚsorŝĨƚhĞŝrĐoŵďŝnĞĚŵarŬĨor
ƚhĞĐlŝnŝĐalanĚoralĞǆaŵŝnaƟonǁaslĞssƚhanϱϬй.
Statistical analysis
ĞsĐrŝpƟǀĞ anĚ ŝnĨĞrĞnƟal sƚaƟsƟĐs ǁĞrĞ pĞrĨorŵĞĚ usŝng ƚhĞ
tolĨraŵWrograŵŵŝng >aď ;tolĨraŵZĞsĞarĐh͕ /nĐ. haŵpaŝgn͕
/llŝnoŝsͿ ƚo analǇsĞ ƚhĞ Ěaƚa. dhĞ ^hapŝroͲtŝlŬ ƚĞsƚ ǁas usĞĚ ƚo
ĚĞƚĞrŵŝnĞƚhĞĚaƚaĚŝsƚrŝďuƟonĨorƚhĞƚhrĞĞĐoŵponĞnƚsoĨƚhĞ
ĞǆaŵŝnaƟon. EonͲparaŵĞƚrŝĐ ƚĞsƚs ǁĞrĞ usĞĚ ƚo analǇsĞ anĚ
ĚĞsĐrŝďĞ ƚhĞ ǀarŝous rĞsulƚs oĨ ƚhĞ ĞǆaŵŝnaƟon ĐoŵponĞnƚs as
ƚhĞĚaƚaǁasnoƚnorŵallǇĚŝsƚrŝďuƚĞĚ.onƟnuousǀarŝaďlĞsǁĞrĞ
analǇsĞĚ usŝng ƚhĞDannͲthŝƚnĞǇ ƚĞsƚ ;ǁhĞn ƚǁo sĞƚs oĨ Ěaƚa
ǁĞrĞĐoŵparĞĚͿor<rusŬalͲtallŝsƚĞsƚ;ǁhĞnŵorĞƚhanƚǁosĞƚs
oĨ ĚaƚaǁĞrĞ ĐoŵparĞĚͿ. ^pĞarŵan s͛ ranŬ ĐorrĞlaƟonǁas usĞĚ
ƚoĚĞsĐrŝďĞƚhĞrĞlaƟonshŝpďĞƚǁĞĞnƚhĞĚŝīĞrĞnƚĐoŵponĞnƚsoĨ
ƚhĞĞǆaŵŝnaƟon.pͲǀaluĞoĨфϬ.ϬϱǁasaĐĐĞpƚĞĚassƚaƟsƟĐallǇ
sŝgnŝĮĐanƚ.
Results
urŝng ƚhĞ ϭϮͲǇĞar pĞrŝoĚ͕ a ƚoƚal oĨ ϯϵϵ ĐanĚŝĚaƚĞs ŵaĚĞ
ϱϰϭ attĞŵpƚs aƚ ƚhĞ ǁrŝttĞn parƚ oĨ ƚhĞ ĞǆaŵŝnaƟon. ƚ ƚhŝs
ǁrŝttĞnĐoŵponĞnƚ͕ϳϭ.ϱйoĨattĞŵpƚsǁĞrĞsuĐĐĞssĨulanĚϯϴϳ
ĐanĚŝĚaƚĞs ǁĞrĞ ŝnǀŝƚĞĚ ƚo ƚhĞ ĐlŝnŝĐal anĚ oral ĐoŵponĞnƚ͕ oĨ
ǁhŝĐhϯϰϭ;ϴϴйͿĐanĚŝĚaƚĞsǁĞrĞĐĞrƟĮĞĚ.
Figure 2 gŝǀĞs ĚĞƚaŝls oĨ ƚhĞ nuŵďĞr oĨ ĐanĚŝĚaƚĞs aĚŵŝttĞĚ
ƚoƚhĞǁrŝttĞnĐoŵponĞnƚ͕ ŝnǀŝƚĞĚĐanĚŝĚaƚĞsƚoƚhĞĐlŝnŝĐalanĚ
oralĐoŵponĞnƚ͕anĚnuŵďĞroĨĐĞrƟĮĞĚĐanĚŝĚaƚĞs.naǀĞragĞ
annualŝnĐrĞasĞoĨϴ.ϱйǁasoďsĞrǀĞĚŝnƚhĞnuŵďĞroĨsuĐĐĞssĨul
ĐanĚŝĚaƚĞsĚurŝngƚhŝspĞrŝoĚ.
Figure 3 shoǁs ƚhĞ pass raƚĞs oĨ ƚhĞ ƚhrĞĞ ĐoŵponĞnƚs anĚ
ƚhĞ oǀĞrall ĐĞrƟĨǇŝng raƚĞ Ĩor ĞaĐh ǇĞar. dhĞ oǀĞrall ĐĞrƟĨǇŝng
raƚĞŝnĐrĞasĞĚďǇϭ.ϱйĚurŝngƚhĞpĞrŝoĚoĨƚhŝssƚuĚǇ.ŝghƚǇͲsŝǆ
ĐanĚŝĚaƚĞsŵaĚĞϭϰϭrĞpĞaƚattĞŵpƚsaƚƚhĞǁrŝttĞnĐoŵponĞnƚ.
^ŝǆƚǇͲsŝǆ ĐanĚŝĚaƚĞs ĞǀĞnƚuallǇ passĞĚ ƚhĞ ĞǆaŵŝnaƟon aƚ an
&Krƚh;^ͿĨŝnalĞǆaŵŝnaƚŝon
trŝƚƚĞnĐoŵponĞnƚхϱϬй
Wass
хϱϬй
lŝnŝĐalĐoŵponĞnƚ KralĐoŵponĞnƚ
Figure 1.&loǁĐharƚŝllusƚraƟngƚhĞsĞƋuĞnĐĞoĨĞǀĞnƚsŝnƚhĞ
ĞǆaŵŝnaƟonproĐĞss
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aǀĞragĞoĨϮ.ϱattĞŵpƚs.dhĞsĞĐonĚͲattĞŵpƚpassraƚĞĨorƚhosĞ
ĐanĚŝĚaƚĞs ǁho attĞŵpƚĞĚ ƚhĞ ǁrŝttĞn ĐoŵponĞnƚ agaŝn ǁas
ϰϮй.Figure 4shoǁsƚhĞďrĞaŬĚoǁnoĨƚhĞannualnuŵďĞroĨĮrsƚͲ
anĚ sĞĐonĚͲattĞŵpƚ ĐanĚŝĚaƚĞs ǁho ǁĞrĞ suĐĐĞssĨul ŝn ƚhĞ &
Krƚh;^ͿĮnalĞǆaŵŝnaƟon.
dhĞŵarŬsalloĐaƚĞĚĨorĞaĐhĐoŵponĞnƚ;ǁrŝttĞn͕ĐlŝnŝĐalanĚ
oralͿ ǁĞrĞ analǇsĞĚ sĞparaƚĞlǇ. Table I ĐoŵparĞs ƚhĞ aǀĞragĞ
pĞrĐĞnƚagĞ sĐorĞs oĨ ƚhĞ suďͲĐoŵponĞnƚs. dhĞ aǀĞragĞ ŵarŬ
Ĩor ƚhĞĮnalĞǆaŵŝnaƟonǁasϲϬ.ϭй;/YZϱϲʹϲϰйͿ.dhĞrĞǁasa
sƚaƟsƟĐallǇ sŝgnŝĮĐanƚ ĚŝīĞrĞnĐĞ ǁhĞn Đoŵparŝng ƚhĞ aǀĞragĞs
oĨ ƚhĞ ǁrŝttĞn͕ ĐlŝnŝĐal anĚ oral ĐoŵponĞnƚs͕ ƚhĞ ƚhrĞĞ ǁrŝttĞn
papĞrs͕asǁĞllasƚhĞƚhrĞĞĐlŝnŝĐalsuďͲĐoŵponĞnƚs;pфϬ.ϬϱͿ.dhĞ
aǀĞragĞs Ĩor ƚhĞ ƚhrĞĞ suďͲĐoŵponĞnƚsoĨ ƚhĞoral ĞǆaŵŝnaƟon
ǁĞrĞ sŝŵŝlar ;pсϬ.ϵϳͿ. &urƚhĞrŵorĞ͕ ƚhĞ annual aǀĞragĞs oĨ ƚhĞ
ǁrŝttĞn͕ ĐlŝnŝĐal anĚ oral ĐoŵponĞnƚs shoǁĞĚ ŵarŬĞĚ ǀarŝanĐĞ
(pфϬ.ϱͿ.
anĚŝĚaƚĞsǁhopassĞĚƚhĞĐlŝnŝĐalanĚoralĐoŵponĞnƚsĐorĞĚ
sŝgnŝĮĐanƚlǇ hŝghĞr ŵarŬs ŝn ƚhĞ ǁrŝttĞn ĐoŵponĞnƚ ĐoŵparĞĚ
ƚo ĐanĚŝĚaƚĞs ǁho ǁĞrĞ unsuĐĐĞssĨul ŝn ƚhĞ oral or ĐlŝnŝĐal
ĐoŵponĞnƚ. dhĞ aǀĞragĞ ŵarŬs ǁĞrĞ ϱϵ.ϲй ;/YZ ϱϲʹϲϯ.ϱйͿ
ĐoŵparĞĚ ƚo ϱϰ.ϭй ;/YZ ϱϭʹϱϳйͿ rĞspĞĐƟǀĞlǇ ŝn ƚhĞ ǁrŝttĞn
ĐoŵponĞnƚ;pфϬ.ϬϱͿ.^ŝǆƚǇͲnŝnĞpĞrĐĞnƚoĨĐanĚŝĚaƚĞsǁhoǁĞrĞ
unsuĐĐĞssĨulŝnƚhĞĐlŝnŝĐalanĚoralĐoŵponĞnƚĨaŝlĞĚĚuĞƚopoor
pĞrĨorŵanĐĞŝnƚhĞĐlŝnŝĐalĐoŵponĞnƚoĨƚhĞĞǆaŵŝnaƟon.
dhĞ ĐoŵponĞnƚs ĐorrĞlaƚĞĚ poorlǇ ǁŝƚh ĞaĐh oƚhĞr ;pфϬ.ϬϱͿ.
dhĞhŝghĞsƚĐorrĞlaƟonĐoĞĸĐŝĞnƚǁasďĞƚǁĞĞnƚhĞǁrŝttĞnanĚ
oral ĐoŵponĞnƚ ;rсϬ.ϰϵͿ. dhĞ ǁrŝttĞn ĐoŵponĞnƚ ĐorrĞlaƚĞĚ
poorlǇǁŝƚhƚhĞĐlŝnŝĐalĐoŵponĞnƚ;rсϬ.ϯϯͿanĚshoǁĞĚaǁĞaŬ
ĐorrĞlaƟonǁŝƚhƚhĞĐoŵďŝnĞĚĐlŝnŝĐalanĚoralŵarŬ;rсϬ.ϰϴͿ.
Discussion
dhŝs ŝs ƚhĞ Įrsƚ rĞporƚĞĚ sƚuĚǇ ĞǀaluaƟng ƚhĞ ouƚĐoŵĞs oĨ an
orƚhopaĞĚŝĐ surgĞrǇ spĞĐŝalŝsƚ ĞǆaŵŝnaƟon ŝn an >D/. dhĞ
prĞsĞnƚsƚuĚǇshoǁsƚhaƚƚhĞrĞsulƚsoĨƚhĞǁrŝttĞnĐoŵponĞnƚĚŝĚ
 
Figure 2. Line graph showing the annual volume of candidates admitted to the written examination, 
candidates invited to the clinical and oral component, and overall successful candidates 
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Figure 3. Line graph showing the annual pass rates of candidates admitted to the written 
examination, candidates invited to the clinical and oral component, and overall certifying rate 
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Figure 2.>ŝnĞgraphshoǁŝngƚhĞannualǀoluŵĞoĨĐanĚŝĚaƚĞsaĚŵŝttĞĚƚoƚhĞǁrŝttĞnĞǆaŵŝnaƟon͕ĐanĚŝĚaƚĞsŝnǀŝƚĞĚƚoƚhĞĐlŝnŝĐalanĚoralĐoŵponĞnƚ͕
anĚoǀĞrallsuĐĐĞssĨulĐanĚŝĚaƚĞs
Figure 3.>ŝnĞgraphshoǁŝngƚhĞannualpassraƚĞsoĨĐanĚŝĚaƚĞsaĚŵŝttĞĚƚoƚhĞǁrŝttĞnĞǆaŵŝnaƟon͕ĐanĚŝĚaƚĞsŝnǀŝƚĞĚƚoƚhĞĐlŝnŝĐalanĚoral
ĐoŵponĞnƚ͕anĚoǀĞrallĐĞrƟĨǇŝngraƚĞ
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noƚĐorrĞlaƚĞǁŝƚhƚhĞĐlŝnŝĐalanĚoralĐoŵponĞnƚs͖hoǁĞǀĞr͕ ƚhĞ
ǁrŝttĞnĐoŵponĞnƚǁasanĞīĞĐƟǀĞgaƚĞŬĞĞpĞrasĞǀŝĚĞnĐĞĚďǇ
ƚhĞhŝghĐĞrƟĨǇŝngraƚĞĨorĐanĚŝĚaƚĞsǁhopassĞĚƚhŝsĐoŵponĞnƚ.
dhŝsĮnĚŝngĐonĮrŵsƚhaƚƚhĞǁrŝttĞnĐoŵponĞnƚ ŝsanĞssĞnƟal
parƚoĨƚhĞĐoŵposŝƚĞĞǆaŵŝnaƟonproĐĞss.
dhĞpoorĐorrĞlaƟonďĞƚǁĞĞnƚhĞĐoŵponĞnƚs lŝŬĞlǇ ŝnĚŝĐaƚĞs
ƚhaƚƚhĞĐoŵponĞnƚsarĞƚĞsƟngĚŝīĞrĞnƚaspĞĐƚsoĨĐoŵpĞƚĞnĐǇ.
dhĞĞssaǇͲsƚǇlĞƋuĞsƟons ŝnƚhĞǁrŝttĞnĐoŵponĞnƚǁĞrĞaŝŵĞĚ
aƚƚĞsƟngĐanĚŝĚaƚĞs͛ŬnoǁlĞĚgĞďasĞanĚhŝghĞrorĚĞrĐognŝƟǀĞ
proĐĞssĞs ǁhĞn ĚĞalŝng ǁŝƚh Đoŵŵon orƚhopaĞĚŝĐ proďlĞŵs.ϲ 
dhĞ longͲ anĚ shorƚͲĐasĞ ĐlŝnŝĐal ĐoŵponĞnƚ aŝŵs ƚo assĞss
ĐanĚŝĚaƚĞs͛ ĐoŵpĞƚĞnĐǇ holŝsƟĐallǇ ďǇ Ğǆaŵŝnŝng rĞal paƟĞnƚs
ǁŝƚhaĐƚualproďlĞŵs.7dhŝsĨorŵaƚrĞƋuŝrĞsĐanĚŝĚaƚĞsƚoĚŝsplaǇ
ƚhĞŝr ŬnoǁlĞĚgĞ͕ sŬŝlls anĚ juĚgĞŵĞnƚ ŝn a gŝǀĞn suďͲĚŝsĐŝplŝnĞ.
possŝďlĞĞǆplanaƟonĐoulĚďĞƚhaƚƚhĞŬnoǁlĞĚgĞďasĞƚĞsƚĞĚ
ŝnƚhĞǁrŝttĞnĐoŵponĞnƚhaslŝttlĞrĞlaƟonƚoƚhĞŵorĞĐlŝnŝĐallǇ
ďasĞĚ sŬŝlls rĞƋuŝrĞĚ ďǇ ĐanĚŝĚaƚĞs Ĩor pĞrĨorŵanĐĞ ŝn ƚhĞ
ĐlŝnŝĐalanĚoralĐoŵponĞnƚoĨƚhĞĞǆaŵŝnaƟon.ĞƚĞrŝoraƟonoĨ
ĐlŝnŝĐalĞǆaŵŝnaƟon sŬŝlls aŵongŵĞĚŝĐalpraĐƟƟonĞrshasďĞĞn
attrŝďuƚĞĚ ƚo ŝŵproǀĞŵĞnƚs ŝn ƚĞĐhnologǇanĚa laĐŬoĨƟŵĞ ƚo
propĞrlǇ ĞǆaŵŝnĞ paƟĞnƚs.ϴ͕ϵ ,oǁĞǀĞr͕  ĞspĞĐŝallǇ ŝn rĞsourĐĞͲ
rĞsƚrŝĐƚĞĚ ĐounƚrŝĞs͕ a ƚhoroughĐlŝnŝĐal ĞǆaŵŝnaƟon rĞŵaŝnsan
ŝŵporƚanƚsŬŝllŝnƚhĞarŵaŵĞnƚarŝuŵoĨhĞalƚhĐarĞproĨĞssŝonals.
/ƚ ŝs posƚulaƚĞĚ ƚhaƚ ƚhĞ ĐlŝnŝĐal ĞǆaŵŝnaƟon ĐoŵponĞnƚ oĨ an
ĞǆaŵŝnaƟonalloǁsĨorĞǀaluaƟonoĨƚhĞĞīĞĐƟǀĞnĞssoĨaƚraŝnŝng
prograŵŵĞanĚaĐƚsasasĐrĞĞnŝngĚĞǀŝĐĞƚoŝĚĞnƟĨǇŝnaĚĞƋuaƚĞlǇ
ƚraŝnĞĚ ĐanĚŝĚaƚĞs.7 /n ƚhŝs sƚuĚǇ͕  ϲϵй oĨ ĐanĚŝĚaƚĞsǁhoǁĞrĞ
unsuĐĐĞssĨulŝnƚhĞĐlŝnŝĐalanĚoralĐoŵponĞnƚoĨƚhĞĞǆaŵŝnaƟon
ĨaŝlĞĚĚuĞƚopoorpĞrĨorŵanĐĞŝnƚhĞĐlŝnŝĐalĐoŵponĞnƚoĨƚhĞ
ĞǆaŵŝnaƟon. dhŝs ĮnĚŝng ŵŝghƚ poŝnƚ ouƚ ŝnĞĸĐŝĞnĐŝĞs ŝn ƚhĞ
ƚraŝnŝngprograŵŵĞanĚpoorĐanĚŝĚaƚĞprĞparaƟon.
dhĞ&Krƚh;^ͿĮnalĞǆaŵŝnaƟonusĞsƚhĞƚraĚŝƟonalpassŵarŬ
oĨϱϬйĨorƚhĞǁrŝttĞnĐoŵponĞnƚ.dhŝspassŵarŬappĞarsƚoďĞ
gĞnĞrousgŝǀĞnƚhaƚĐanĚŝĚaƚĞsǁhosĐorĞĚlĞssƚhanϱϰйĨorƚhŝs
ĐoŵponĞnƚǁĞrĞaƚsŝgnŝĮĐanƚrŝsŬoĨĨaŝlŝngƚhĞĐlŝnŝĐalanĚoral
ĐoŵponĞnƚoĨƚhŝsĞǆaŵŝnaƟon.dhŝsĮnĚŝngshoulĚďĞŝnƚĞrprĞƚĞĚ
ǁŝƚhĐauƟonĚuĞƚoƚhĞǁĞaŬposŝƟǀĞĐorrĞlaƟonĨounĚďĞƚǁĞĞn
ƚhĞ Įrsƚ anĚ sĞĐonĚ parƚs oĨ ƚhĞ ĞǆaŵŝnaƟon. dhĞ sŝgnŝĮĐanƚ
ǀarŝaƟon oďsĞrǀĞĚ ŝn ƚhĞ annual aǀĞragĞ ŵarŬ oĨ ƚhĞ ǁrŝttĞn
ĐoŵponĞnƚ suggĞsƚs ĚŝīĞrĞnĐĞs ŝn ƚhĞ ĐognŝƟǀĞ aďŝlŝƚǇ lĞǀĞls
ďĞƚǁĞĞn ƚhĞ groups oĨ ĐanĚŝĚaƚĞs Ĩor ĞaĐh ĞǆaŵŝnaƟon sŝƫng
or ĐoulĚ ŝnĚŝĐaƚĞ ƚhĞ laĐŬoĨ sƚanĚarĚŝsaƟonoĨ ƚhĞĞǆaŵŝnaƟon
ďĞƚǁĞĞnĚŝīĞrĞnƚhosƟngĐĞnƚrĞs.dhĞproĐĞssoĨĚĞƚĞrŵŝnŝngan
approprŝaƚĞpassŵarŬƚosĞparaƚĞƚhĞĐoŵpĞƚĞnƚĐanĚŝĚaƚĞĨroŵ
ƚhosĞǁhoĚonoƚpĞrĨorŵǁĞllĞnoughŝsĐallĞĚsƚanĚarĚsĞƫng.
/nƚhĞaďsĞnĐĞoĨĨorŵalsƚanĚarĚsĞƫngŵĞƚhoĚsƚoŝŵproǀĞƚhĞ
ĨaŝrnĞssoĨƚhĞsĞƚpassŵarŬ͕ǀarŝaƟonsŝnƚhĞlĞǀĞloĨĚŝĸĐulƚǇoĨ
ĞaĐhĞǆaŵŝnaƟonĐoulĚpoƚĞnƟallǇlĞaĚƚoƚhĞŵŝsĐlassŝĮĐaƟonoĨ
ĐanĚŝĚaƚĞs.dhĞŝĚĞalpassŵarŬŝsƚhĞonĞŝnǁhŝĐhunsuĐĐĞssĨul
ĐanĚŝĚaƚĞs arĞ ƚrulǇ ŝnĐoŵpĞƚĞnƚ anĚ suĐĐĞssĨul ĐanĚŝĚaƚĞs arĞ
ƚrulǇĐoŵpĞƚĞnƚ.&orƚhŝsrĞasonƚhĞŵĞĚŝĐalĞĚuĐaƟonlŝƚĞraƚurĞ
sƚronglǇ rĞĐoŵŵĞnĚs Ĩorŵal sƚanĚarĚ sĞƫng proĐĞĚurĞs ƚo
ŝŵproǀĞƚhĞƋualŝƚǇoĨhŝghsƚaŬĞsĐĞrƟĨǇŝngĞǆaŵŝnaƟonsanĚƚo
ĞnsurĞƚhaƚƚhĞpassŵarŬŝsroďusƚanĚĚĞĨĞnsŝďlĞĞspĞĐŝallǇŝnan
ĞraoĨŝnĐrĞasĞĚlŝƟgaƟon.10
dhĞrĞ ŝs lŝŵŝƚĞĚ lŝƚĞraƚurĞ on spĞĐŝalŝsƚ ĐĞrƟĮĐaƟon proĐĞssĞs
anĚ oďjĞĐƟǀĞŵĞasurĞs ƚo ŝŵproǀĞ ŝƚ.11 ,ŝsƚorŝĐallǇ assĞssŵĞnƚ
ŵaŝnlǇ ĨoĐusĞĚ on ŬnoǁlĞĚgĞ anĚ ŬnoǁͲhoǁ anĚ lĞss on sŬŝlls
anĚĐoŵpĞƚĞnĐŝĞs.s ƚhĞĮnĚŝngsoĨoursƚuĚǇǁĞrĞĞǀŝĚĞnƚ ƚo
ƚhĞĞǆaŵŝnaƟonďoarĚ͕rĞĐĞnƚĐhangĞsŝnĐluĚĞƚhĞaĚĚŝƟonoĨan
oďjĞĐƟǀĞsƚruĐƚurĞĚĐlŝnŝĐalĞǆaŵŝnaƟon;K^Ϳ͕ŵulƟplĞͲĐhoŝĐĞ
ƋuĞsƟons;DYͿǁŝƚhsŝnglĞďĞsƚansǁĞrsanĚĞǆƚĞnĚĞĚŵaƚĐhŝng
ƋuĞsƟons.dhĞŝnƚroĚuĐƟonoĨanK^ƚoƚhĞĐlŝnŝĐalĐoŵponĞnƚ
Ĩolloǁs ƚhĞ ŝnƚĞrnaƟonal ƚrĞnĚ ƚoǁarĚs a ŵorĞ ĐoŵpĞƚĞnĐǇͲ
ďasĞĚ ĐĞrƟĮĐaƟon proĐĞss.12 do our ŬnoǁlĞĚgĞ ƚhŝsǁŝll ďĞ ƚhĞ
ĮrsƚposƚgraĚuaƚĞorƚhopaĞĚŝĐsurgĞrǇĞǆŝƚĞǆaŵŝnaƟonŝnĨrŝĐa
ƚo ŝnĐluĚĞ an K^ as parƚ oĨ ƚhĞ ĐĞrƟĨǇŝng proĐĞss. urrĞnƚlǇ
ƚhĞ ĞssaǇͲsƚǇlĞ ƋuĞsƟons arĞ ŝn a proĐĞss oĨ ďĞŝng phasĞĚ ouƚ
oĨ ƚhĞǁrŝttĞn ĐoŵponĞnƚ oĨ ƚhĞ & ;KrƚhͿ^ Įnal ĞǆaŵŝnaƟon
anĚ haǀĞ ďĞĞn rĞplaĐĞĚ ďǇ ƚhĞŵorĞ rĞlŝaďlĞ anĚ rĞproĚuĐŝďlĞ
DYĨorŵaƚ.ϲdhĞDYassĞssŵĞnƚĨorŵaƚŝsǁĞllŬnoǁnĨor ŝƚs
supĞrŝoroďjĞĐƟǀŝƚǇanĚalloǁsĨoraǁŝĚĞrsaŵplŝngoĨasuďjĞĐƚ͕
ǁhŝĐh rĞsulƚs ŝn a ŵorĞ rĞproĚuĐŝďlĞ assĞssŵĞnƚ anĚ rĞĚuĐĞs
ƚhĞ pĞrĐĞpƟon oĨ ĞǆaŵŝnĞr ďŝas. dhĞsĞ ĐhangĞs also sĞrǀĞĚ ƚo
ŝŵproǀĞ ƚhĞ ĐosƚͲĞīĞĐƟǀĞnĞss oĨ ƚhĞ ǁrŝttĞn ĐoŵponĞnƚ gŝǀĞn
ƚhĞsupĞrŝorĞĸĐŝĞnĐǇoĨƚhĞŝrŵarŬŝng.dhĞŝnƚroĚuĐƟonoĨĨorŵal
sƚanĚarĚsĞƫngŵĞƚhoĚsŝnƚhĞǁrŝttĞnanĚĐlŝnŝĐalĐoŵponĞnƚs
hasalsoŝŵproǀĞĚƚhĞĐrĞĚŝďŝlŝƚǇoĨpass/ĨaŝlĚĞĐŝsŝons.
DorĞrĞsĞarĐhŝsrĞƋuŝrĞĚƚoguŝĚĞĞǀaluaƟonďoĚŝĞsŝnrĞsourĐĞͲ
ĐonsƚraŝnĞĚ ĞnǀŝronŵĞnƚs ƚo ĞnsurĞ ƚhaƚ ƚhĞŝr ĞǆaŵŝnaƟon
proĐĞssĞs arĞ ĞǀŝĚĞnĐĞͲďasĞĚ ŝn orĚĞr ƚo proǀŝĚĞ a ĐrĞĚŝďlĞ
anĚĚĞĨĞnsŝďlĞĐĞrƟĨǇŝngĞǆaŵŝnaƟon.11dhĞĐosƚoĨƚhĞƚǁoͲĚaǇ
assĞssŵĞnƚŝnƚhĞsĞĐonĚparƚoĨƚhĞ&Krƚh;^ͿĞǆaŵŝnaƟonŝs
 
Figure 4. Breakdown of first-attempt candidates and repeat-attempt candidates who were 
successful in the FC Orth(SA) final examination per annum 
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Figure 4.rĞaŬĚoǁnoĨĮrsƚͲattĞŵpƚĐanĚŝĚaƚĞsanĚrĞpĞaƚͲattĞŵpƚ
ĐanĚŝĚaƚĞsǁhoǁĞrĞsuĐĐĞssĨulŝnƚhĞ&Krƚh;^ͿĮnalĞǆaŵŝnaƟonpĞr
annuŵ
Table I:oŵparŝngƚhĞaǀĞragĞŵarŬoĨƚhĞsuďͲĐoŵponĞnƚsoĨƚhĞǁrŝttĞn͕ĐlŝnŝĐalanĚoralĞǆaŵŝnaƟons
1 2                 3 p-value
trŝƚƚĞnpapĞrs;/YZͿ ϱϱ;ϰϴʹϲϮͿ ϱϱ;ϰϴʹϲϮͿ ϱϳ;ϱϭʹϲϰͿ фϬ.Ϭϱ
lŝnŝĐalĐasĞs;/YZͿ ϲϬ;ϱϱʹϳϬͿ ϱϳ;ϱϬʹϲϱͿ ϱϵ;ϱϰʹϲϱͿ фϬ.Ϭϱ
KralĞǆaŵŝnaƚŝon;/YZͿ ϲϬ;ϱϱʹϳϬͿ ϲϬ;ϱϱʹϳϬͿ ϲϬ;ϱϱʹϳϬͿ Ϭ.ϵϳ
WagĞϮϵSwanepoel S et al. SA Orthop J 2018;17(3)
ĞnorŵousĨorƚhĞĞǆaŵŝnaƟonďoĚǇanĚƚhĞĐanĚŝĚaƚĞs͕anĚŵorĞ
rĞsĞarĐhŝsrĞƋuŝrĞĚƚhaƚǁŝlllĞaĚƚoĐosƚͲĞīĞĐƟǀĞanĚgoalͲĚŝrĞĐƚĞĚ
ĐhangĞsŝnƚhĞĐlŝnŝĐalanĚoralĐoŵponĞnƚ.dhĞlŝŵŝƚaƟonsoĨƚhŝs
sƚuĚǇ ŝnĐluĚĞƚhĞ laĐŬoĨaĚĚŝƟonaloďjĞĐƟǀĞǀarŝaďlĞs ƚhaƚŵaǇ
prĞĚŝĐƚ ĐanĚŝĚaƚĞ pĞrĨorŵanĐĞ ŝn ƚhĞ & Krƚh;^Ϳ ĞǆaŵŝnaƟon
anĚ ĨuƚurĞ rĞsĞarĐh ĐoulĚ poƚĞnƟallǇ ŝnĐluĚĞ ƚhĞ appraŝsal oĨ
surgŝĐal logďooŬs͕prŝŵarǇanĚ ŝnƚĞrŵĞĚŝaƚĞĞǆaŵŝnaƟonrĞsulƚs
asǁĞllasannualŝnͲƚraŝnŝngĞǆaŵŝnaƟonrĞsulƚs.dhĞsĞprĞĚŝĐƚors
ĐoulĚpoƚĞnƟallǇlĞaĚƚoƚhĞŝĚĞnƟĮĐaƟonoĨŝnaĚĞƋuaƚĞlǇƚraŝnĞĚ
ĐanĚŝĚaƚĞs prŝor ƚo ƚhĞ Įnal ĞǆaŵŝnaƟons anĚ ƚhĞ ŝnŝƟaƟon oĨ
approprŝaƚĞrĞŵĞĚŝalaĐƟonƚoŝŵproǀĞƚhĞŝrsuĐĐĞssraƚĞs.
Conclusion
dhŝssƚuĚǇĐonĮrŵsƚhaƚƚhĞrĞsulƚsoĨƚhĞǁrŝttĞnĐoŵponĞnƚĚŝĚ
noƚĐorrĞlaƚĞǁŝƚhpĞrĨorŵanĐĞŝnƚhĞĐlŝnŝĐalanĚoralĐoŵponĞnƚ.
dhŝsĮnĚŝnghŝghlŝghƚsƚhĞŝŵporƚanĐĞoĨƚhĞǀarŝousĐoŵponĞnƚs
oĨƚhŝsĞǆaŵŝnaƟon.dhĞǁrŝttĞnĐoŵponĞnƚǁasĨounĚƚoďĞan
ĞīĞĐƟǀĞ gaƚĞŬĞĞpĞr͕  as ĞǀŝĚĞnĐĞĚ ďǇ a hŝgh ĞǀĞnƚual ĐĞrƟĨǇŝng
raƚĞĨorĐanĚŝĚaƚĞsǁhopassĞĚƚhŝsĐoŵponĞnƚ.dhŝssƚuĚǇaĚĚs
aĐonƚrŝďuƟonƚoƚhĞŵĞĚŝĐalĞĚuĐaƟonlŝƚĞraƚurĞĚĞsĐrŝďŝngƚhĞ
ǀaluĞ oĨ ƚhĞ ǁrŝttĞn ĐoŵponĞnƚ ŝn ƚhĞ ĐoŵposŝƚĞ ĞǆaŵŝnaƟon
ĨorŵaƚoĨahŝghͲsƚaŬĞsposƚgraĚuaƚĞĐĞrƟĮĐaƟonĞǆaŵŝnaƟon.
Ethics statement
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ƚhŝĐsoŵŵŝttĞĞ.
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Groote Schuur Hospital 
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Email: nosl.tsama@uct.ac.za 
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28 February 2017 
HREC REF: 079/2017 
Dr M Held 
Orthopaedics Surgery 
H49, Old Main Building 
Dear Dr Held 
PROJECT TITLE: A RETROSPECTIVE AUDIT OF THE OUTCOMES OF THE FC ORTH 
(SA) FINAL EXAMINATION (MMED CANDIDATE - DR S SWANEPOEL) 
Thank you for submitting your response letter to the Faculty of Health Sciences Human Research 
Ethics Committee dated 21 February 2017. 
It Is a pleasure to Inform you that the HREC has formally approved the above-mentioned study. 
Approval Is granted for one year until the 280' February 2018. 
Please submit a progress form, using the standardised Annual Report Form If the study continues 
beyond the approval period. Please submit a Standard Closure form if the study is completed within 
the approval period. 
(Forms can be found on our website: 
We acknowledge that the student Dr S Swanepoel will be involved in this study. 
Please note that for all studies approved by the HREC, the principal Investigator must obtain 
appropriate institutional approval before the research may occur. 
Please quote the HREC REF in all your correspondence.
Please note that the ongoing ethical conduct of the study remains the responsibility of the 
principal 
CHAIRPERSON. FHS HUMAN RESEARCH ETHICS COMMITTEE 
Federal Wide Assurance Number: FWA00001637. 
Institutional Review Board (IRB) number: IRB00001938 
H REC 079/2017 
This serves to confirm that the University of Cape Town Human Research Ethics Committee 
complies to the Ethics Standards for Clinical Research with a new drug in patients, based on the 
Medical Research Council (MRC-SA), Food and Drug Administration (FDA-USA), International 
Convention on 
Harmonisation Good Clinical Practice (ICH GCP), South African Good Clinical Practice Guidelines 
(DOH 2006), based on the Association of the British Pharmaceutical Industry Guidelines (ABPI),and 
Declaration of Helsinki (2013) guidelines. 
The Human Research Ethics Committee granting this approval is in compliance with the ICH 
Harmonised Tripartite Guidelines E6: Note for Guidance on Good Clinical Practice 
(CPMP/ICH/135/95) and FDA Code Federal Regulation Part 50, 56 and 312. 
Investigator. 
Signature Removed
  
 
INSTRUCTIONS FOR AUTHORS 
• Scope and Policy 
• Formatting of Submissions 
• Instructions for Reviewers 
• Manuscripts Submission 
  
Scope and Policy 
 
The scope of publication encompasses all orthopaedic 
surgery sub–disciplines including paediatric orthopaedics, 
hip, knee, tumour and sepsis, spine, shoulder and elbow, 
foot and ankle and hand surgery. In addition the journal 
addresses the subjects of orthopaedic service delivery, 
teaching, training and research. Publications should influence 
orthopaedic care on our continent. 
The South African Orthopaedic Journal aims to advance the 
knowledge of all aspects of musculoskeletal medicine 
through publication of:  
• Original research articles.  
o Clinical research 
o Basic science and theoretical research 
• Review articles. 
• Invited expert opinions.  
o A review of significant local or international 
publications journal article or cluster of articles 
dealing with a similar topic for the purpose of 
conveying a useful message. 
• Editorials. 
• Letters to the editor.  
o Forum to raise issues or debate aspects of 
previously published papers. 
Criteria for publication  
• The article falls within the scope of the journal. 
• Methods, statistics, and other analyses are performed 
to a high technical standard and are described in 
sufficient detail. 
• Results reported have not been published elsewhere. 
• Conclusions are presented in an appropriate fashion 
and are supported by the data. 
• The article is presented in an intelligible fashion and 
is written in standard English (British usage). 
• The research meets all applicable ethical standards. 
• The article adheres to guidelines provided in the 
instructions for authors section. 
•  
  
Guidelines for authorship  
• Each author should participate and is responsible for 
the content and design of the study, the preparation 
of the manuscript and its revisions, and final 
approval. 
• Other ‘contributors’ can be acknowledged at the end 
of the manuscript together with their contribution. 
• Authors of manuscripts representing a multi–centre 
study may list members of the group in the footnote 
on the title page of the published article and their 
affiliations are listed in an appendix. 
• The authors should clearly indicate the predominant 
surgeon or surgeons who have contributed patients to 
the study. 
Registration of clinical trials  
• A clinical trial is defined as any research study that 
prospectively assigns human participants or groups of 
humans to one or more health–related interventions 
to evaluate the effects of health outcomes. 
Interventions include drugs, surgical procedures, 
devices, behavioural treatments, dietary 
interventions, and process–of–care changes. 
• Clinical trials should be registered in a public trials 
registry in accordance with International Committee 
of Medical Journal Editors recommendations. 
• Trials must be registered and approved by the 
relevant authorities before the onset of patient 
enrolment. 
• The Medicines Control Council (MCC) reference 
number and the SA National Clinical Trial Register 
(SANCTR) registration number should be included at 
the end of the abstract of the article. 
• Purely observational studies (those in which the 
assignment of the medical intervention is not at the 
discretion of the investigator) do not require 
registration. 
Reporting guidelines  
• All articles should be prepared in accordance with the 
guidelines relevant to the study design that was used 
(listed below): 
Randomised trials CONSORT 
Observational studies STROBE 
Systematic reviews PRISMA 
Case reports CARE 
  
Qualitative research SRQR 
Diagnostic / prognostic studies STARD 
Quality improvement studies SQUIRE 
Economic evaluations CHEERS 
Animal pre–clinical studies ARRIVE 
Study protocols SPIRIT 
•  
• Randomised trials should be accompanied by a flow 
diagram that illustrates the progress of patients 
through the trial, including recruitment, enrolment, 
randomisation, withdrawal and completion, and a 
detailed description of the randomisation procedure. 
Role of funding source  
• Authors are requested to identify who provided 
financial support for the conduct of the research 
and/or preparation of the article and to briefly 
describe the role of the sponsor(s), if any, in study 
design; in the collection, analysis and interpretation 
of data; in the writing of the report; and in the 
decision to submit the article for publication. If the 
funding source(s) had no such involvement, then this 
should be stated. 
  
Formatting of Submissions 
 
Text formatting  
• Use Helvetica or Arial font, size 11. 
• Use double line spacing throughout the document. 
• Number the pages of the blinded manuscript consecutively. 
• Use italics for emphasis. 
• When referring to an article with multiple authors please use the 
following format: Rabinowitz et al. published their retrospective review. 
• Do not use field functions. 
• Use tab stops or other commands for indents, not the space bar. 
• Use the table function, not spreadsheets, to make tables. 
• Use the equation editor or MathType for equations. 
• Save your file in docx format (Word 2007 or higher) or doc format (older 
Word versions). 
Headings  
•  
  
• Use no more than three levels of displayed headings. 
Abbreviations  
• Define abbreviations and acronyms at first mention and use consistently 
thereafter. 
Units  
• Follow internationally accepted rules and conventions: use the 
international system of units (SI). If other units are mentioned, please 
give their equivalent in SI. 
Figures  
• Figures should be numbered consecutively with illustration Arabic 
numbers 1, 2, 3, etc. 
• The figure should be listed in the text as follows: … wound irrigation and 
splinting (Figure 1). 
• Figures should be clear and easily understandable with a full descriptive 
legend stating any areas of interest and explaining any markings, 
letterings or notations. All figures should be understandable without the 
main text. 
• For radiographs please ensure you state the view used and the time 
point at which it was taken, as well as the demographic details of the 
patient if applicable. 
• Figures should not be imbedded in the text file, but should be submitted 
as separate individual files. Each figure should be a separate file, entitled 
Figure 1, Figure 2, etc. 
• Remove all markings, such as patient identification, from radiographs 
before photographing. 
• All line or original drawings must be done by a professional medical 
illustrator. 
• We accept a maximum of six figures. 
• Do not submit any figures, photos, tables, or other works that have been 
previously copyrighted or that contain proprietary data unless you have 
obtained and can supply written permission from the copyright holder to 
use that content. 
Tables  
• Tables should carry uppercase Roman numerals, I, II, III, etc. 
• Tables should always be cited in the text in consecutive numerical order. 
• The table should be identified in the text as follows: Details of results are 
listed in Table I. Or, alternatively, … high–energy trauma that is often 
associated with these fractures (Table II). 
• Tables should be used to present information in a clear and concise 
manner. All tables should be understandable without the main text. 
• For each table, please supply a table heading explaining the components 
of the table. 
• Identify any previously published material by giving the original source 
in the form of a reference at the end of the table heading. 
• Footnotes to tables should be indicated by superscript lower–case letters 
and included beneath the table body. 
  
• Please submit tables as editable text and not as images. They should be 
created using the Table tool in Word. 
• Do not embed tables in the text file, but submit them as separate 
individual files. Each table should be a separate file, entitled Table I, 
Table II, etc. 
• We accept a maximum of eight tables. 
• Do not duplicate information given already in the text. 
• Do not submit any figures, photos, tables or other works that have been 
previously copyrighted or that contain proprietary data unless you have 
obtained and can supply written permission from the copyright holder to 
use that content. 
References  
• References should be numbered consecutively in the order that they are 
first mentioned in the text and listed at the end in numerical order of 
appearance. 
• Identify references in the text by Arabic numerals in superscript after 
punctuation. 
• References should not be a listing of a computerised literature search but 
should have been read by the authors and have pertinence to the 
manuscript. 
• Authors should add DOIs to all references in articles. 
• Accuracy of references is the author’s responsibility and the author is to 
verify the references against the original documents. 
• Manuscripts in preparation, unpublished data (including articles 
submitted but not in the press) and personal communications may not 
be included in the reference listing. They may be listed in the text in 
parentheses only if absolutely necessary to the contents and meaning of 
the article. 
• The titles of journals should be abbreviated according to the style used 
in Index Medicus, obtainable through the website 
http://www.nlm.nih.govshould 
• The following format should be used for references:  
Journal article: 
Sidhu GS, Ghag A, Prokuski V, Vaccaro AR, Radcliff KE. 
Civilian gunshot injuries of the spinal cord: a systematic 
review of the current literature. Clin Orthop Relat Res 
2013;471:3945-55. 
Ideally, the names of all authors should be provided, but 
the usage of ‘et al.’ in long author lists (more than six 
authors) will also be accepted: Fong K, Truong V, Foote 
CJ, et al. Predictors of nonunion and reoperation in 
patients with fractures of the tibia: an observational study. 
BMC Musculoskelet Disord 2013;14:103. 
On–line journal article: 
Caetano–Lopes J, Lopes A, Rodrigues A, et al. 
Upregulation of inflammatory genes and downregulation of 
sclerostin gene expression are key elements in the early 
phase of fragility fracture healing. PLoS One 
2011;6:e16947. 
  
Web reference (with authors): 
Cierny G, DiPasquale D. Adult osteomyelitis protocol. 
http://www.osteomyelitis.com/pdf/treatment_protocol.pdf. 
(date last accessed 05 March 2013). 
Web reference (no authors listed): 
No authors listed. International commission on radiological 
protection. http://www.icrp.org (date last accessed 20 
September 2009). 
Chapter in a book: 
Young W. Neurophysiology of spinal cord injury. In: Errico 
TJ, Bauer RD, Waugh T (eds). Spinal Trauma. 3rd ed. 
Philadelphia: JB Lippincott; 1991: 377-94. 
Dissertation: 
Borkowski MM. Infant sleep and feeding: a telephone 
survey of Hispanic Americans [dissertation]. Mount 
Pleasant (MI): Central Michigan University; 2002. 
Abstract: 
Peterson L. Osteochondritis of the knee treated with 
autologous chondrocyte transplantation [abstract]. 
ISAKOS Congress, 2001. 
Structure and content of submission  
• We accept a maximum of 3500 words including the abstract and body of 
the text (excluding references). 
• Exceptions to this rule may be made for systematic reviews and meta–
analysis, at the discretion of the Editor–in–Chief. 
• Please follow the following structure when preparing your submission.  
o Title page (Title, authors and affiliations, corresponding author 
and declarations) 
o Blinded manuscript (Abstract, key words, introduction, methods, 
results, discussion, funding sources, conflict of interest 
statement, ethical statement, acknowledgements and references) 
o Tables (with headings), each as a separate file. 
o Figures (with legends), each as a separate file. 
Title page  
Title  
• The title should be concise and informative. 
Author names and affiliations  
• Please provide the following information for each author:  
o Full names and surname, as well as title 
o Qualifications 
o Affiliation and address 
o ORCID ID (see Article Submission section) 
• Please check that all names are accurately spelled. 
  
• Indicate all affiliations with a lower–case superscript letter immediately 
after the author's name and in front of the appropriate affiliation details. 
• Provide the full postal address of each affiliation, including the country 
name and, if available, the e–mail address of each author. 
Corresponding author  
• Clearly indicate who will handle correspondence at all stages of 
refereeing and publication, including post–publication. 
• Ensure that the e–mail address and permanent address is given and that 
contact details are kept up to date by the corresponding author. 
• Please note that the corresponding author’s contact details will be 
provided in the final article. 
• Provide the following information for the corresponding author:  
o Full names and title 
o Affiliation 
o Physical address 
o Postal address 
o Telephone Number 
o E–mail address 
Declarations 
Authors are to insert a section at the end of the title page entitled declarations. 
Following the declarations all authors need the to sign the document (please 
provide name of author, signature and date). The following statements are 
required under the declarations section:  
a. Authorship 
The authors confirm that all authors have made substantial contributions 
to all of the following:  
o The conception and design of the study, or acquisition of data, or 
analysis and interpretation of data 
o The drafting the article or its critical revision for important 
intellectual content 
o Final approval of the version to be submitted. 
 
b. Sound scientific research practice 
The authors further confirm that:  
o The manuscript, including related data, figures and tables has not 
been previously published and is not under consideration 
elsewhere 
o No data have been fabricated or manipulated (including images) 
to support conclusions. 
o This submission does not represent part of a single study that has 
been split up into several parts to increase the quantity of 
submissions and submitted to various journals or to one journal 
over time (e.g. ‘salami–publishing’). 
 
c. Plagiarism 
The authors confirm that the work submitted is original and does not 
transgress the plagiarism policy of the journal.  
  
o No data, text or theories by others are presented as if they were 
the authors’ own. 
o Proper acknowledgements of others’ work has been given (this 
includes material that is closely copied, summarised and/or 
paraphrased); quotation marks are used for verbatim copying of 
material. 
o Permissions have been secured for material that is copyrighted. 
 
d. Conflict of interest statement 
A conflicting interest exists when professional judgement concerning a 
primary interest (such as the patient’s welfare or the validity of 
research) may be influenced by a secondary interest (such as financial 
gain or personal rivalry). It represents a situation in which financial or 
other personal considerations from authors, reviewers or editors have 
the potential to compromise or bias professional judgment and 
objectivity. It may arise for the authors when they have a financial 
interest that may influence their interpretation of their results or those of 
others. Examples of potential conflicts of interest include employment, 
consultancies, stock ownership, honoraria, paid expert testimony, patent 
applications/registrations, and grants or other funding. All potential 
conflicts of interest need to be declared. The conflict of interest 
statement should list each author separately by name, i.e.,  
‘John Smith declares that he has no conflict of interest. 
Paula Taylor has received research grants from Drug 
Company A. Mike Schultz has received a speaker 
honorarium from Drug Company B and owns stock in Drug 
Company C.’ 
If multiple authors declare no conflict, this can be done in one sentence. 
 
e. Funding sources 
All sources of funding should be declared. Also define the involvement of 
study sponsors in the study design, collection, analysis and 
interpretation of data; the writing of the manuscript; and the decision to 
submit the manuscript for publication. If the study sponsors had no such 
involvement, this should be stated. 
 
f. Compliance with ethical guidelines  
o For all publications: 
‘The author/s declare that this submission is in accordance with 
the principles laid down by the Responsible Research Publication 
Position Statements as developed at the 2nd World Conference on 
Research Integrity in Singapore, 2010.’ 
  
Available from: 
http://publicationethics.org/resources/international-standards-
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Institutional Review Board (IRB) ethical approval must have been 
given if the study involves human subjects or animals. Please 
provide the approval number. IRB documentation should be 
available upon request. 
‘Prior to commencement of the study ethical approval was 
obtained from the following ethical review board: Provide name 
and reference number’ 
o For studies with human subjects include the following: 
‘All procedures were in accordance with the ethical standards of 
the responsible committee on human experimentation 
(institutional and national) and with the Helsinki Declaration of 
1975, as revised in 2008.’ 
 
‘Informed written consent was or was not obtained from all 
patients for being included in the study.’ 
o For studies with animals include the following sentence: 
‘All institutional and national guidelines for the care and use of 
laboratory animals were followed.’ 
o For articles that do not contain studies with human or animal 
subjects: 
‘This article does not contain any studies with human or animal 
subjects.’ 
o If doubt exists whether the research was conducted in accordance 
with the Helsinki Declaration, the authors must explain the 
rationale for their approach, and demonstrate that the 
institutional review body explicitly approved the doubtful aspects 
of the study. If any identifying information about patients is 
included in the article, the following sentence should also be 
included: Additional informed consent was obtained from all 
patients for which identifying information is included in this 
article.  
The Helsinki Declaration 2008 can be found at 
http://www.wma.net/en/30publications/10policies/b3/ 
Blinded manuscript  
Abstract  
• A structured abstract (maximum of 350 words), summarising the most 
important points in the article is required. 
• The abstract consists of four paragraphs with the subheadings:  
o Aims (it is unnecessary to include an introductory section) 
o Patients and methods 
o Results 
o Conclusion 
• References should be avoided. Avoid uncommon abbreviations. If 
essential they must be defined at their first mention in the abstract itself 
  
Key words  
• Immediately after the abstract, provide a maximum of six key words, 
using standard searchable terms. These key words will be used for 
indexing purposes. 
Level of evidence  
• Level 1 to 5. 
• Please follow the level of evidence guidelines provided by the Oxford 
Centre for Evidence–Based Medicine (OCEBM); version 2.1. 
• Available from: OCEBM Levels of Evidence Working Group. ‘The Oxford 
Levels of Evidence 2’.Oxford Centre for Evidence–Based Medicine. 
http://www.cebm.net/index.aspx?o=5653 
Introduction  
• The introduction should contextualise the study by providing the 
background to the research; explain the problem that is to be addressed 
and provide the rationale for the study. 
• Briefly outline the relevance of the study with respect to the current 
literature. Avoid a detailed literature survey or a summary of the results. 
• The last sentence should outline the research question or hypothesis. 
Patients (or Materials) and methods  
• State the methods, outcome measures, and selection criteria. The 
following aspects need to be described:  
o The study design and research methodology 
o Whether randomisation (with methods) was applied 
o If case controlled, how the controls were selected 
o The time period under review 
o Number of patients/subjects under investigation and why this 
number was chosen 
o Inclusion and exclusion criteria 
o Case and outcome definitions 
o A description of the procedure or intervention, including post–
operative protocol 
o The outcome measures or scores used 
o The minimum follow–up period 
o Statistical analysis paragraph. This should be included at the end 
of this section to detail statistical tests and package used, the 
reasons why these tests were used, and what p–value was 
considered statistically significant. A power analysis is 
recommended for studies comparing two or more groups. 
 
• Provide sufficient detail so that another researcher can replicate the 
study. 
• The reader should understand from this description all potential sources 
of bias such as referral, diagnosis, exclusion, recall or treatment bias. 
This includes the manner in which investigators selected the patients. 
Consecutive inclusion implies all patients with a given diagnosis are 
included, while selective implies patients with a given diagnosis but 
  
selected according to certain explicit criteria (e.g., state of disease, 
choice of treatment). 
• Do not describe standard procedure for common operations. Only include 
new procedures or adaptations to standard procedure. 
• If you name any specific product, then it requires the name, city and 
state/country of the manufacturer. 
• Present information in the narrative format and use the past tense. 
• Where relevant, tables or figures may be included to provide information 
more clearly. 
• Generally, no data should be presented in this section. 
Results  
• Describe the relevant results and analysis thereof. 
• Provide details of the number of patients included and excluded, as well 
as the reason for exclusion. 
• It is important to state the follow–up period (mean and range). 
• The results can be broken down into separate sections, e.g. Treatment, 
Functional outcome, Complications, etc. 
• Tables may be used but avoid repeating data reported in the text in the 
tables. 
• All appropriate data should be presented as means with ranges, not with 
standard deviations (SDs). Medians should only be used when the data is 
skewed, accompanied by an interquartile range (IQR). 
• Avoid using percentages in studies involving well under 100 subjects. 
• All results must be backed up with p–values or survivorship analysis. All 
Kaplan–Meier data should be presented with the confidence intervals. 
Always present exact absolute p–values, whether significant or not, 
unless p < 0.001. 
• However, p–values do not always convey the entire picture and where 
relevant the confidence interval will also be required (in addition to the 
power of the study reported in the methods section). 
Discussion  
• The question or hypothesis stated at the end of the introduction should 
be discussed and either supported or rejected. 
• The results must be interpreted clearly and any deficiencies expressed. 
All possible confounding factors, sources of bias, or weaknesses in the 
study should be identified. 
• Explore the significance of the results of the work, rather than repeating 
the results. 
• The discussion must point out the relevance of the work described in the 
paper and its contribution to current knowledge. 
• Explain what can be deduced from the results and how will it affect 
clinical practice. 
• Include a review of the relevant literature, placing the results of the 
study in the context of previous work in this area. 
• Discussion of relevant prior research and references must be concise. 
Avoid extensive citations and discussion of published literature but put 
emphasis on previous findings that agree (or disagree) with those of the 
present study. 
• Do not repeat the introduction. 
• Present the limitations of the study and suggest how the study could 
have been improved for a future study. 
  
• Avoid making inferences from non–significant trends unless you believe 
your study is adequately powered to answer the question; in that case, 
provide a power analysis. 
Conclusion  
• Provide a summary statement which conveys the conclusions of the 
findings. 
• Do not draw conclusions not supported by the data obtained from the 
specific study presented. 
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Ethical statement  
• For studies involving human subjects please include an ethical statement 
as follows: ‘All procedures performed in studies involving human 
participants were in accordance with the ethical standards of the 
institutional and/or national research committee and with the 1964 
Helsinki declaration and its later amendments or comparable ethical 
standards.’ 
• For animal studies please include the following ethical statement: ‘All 
applicable international, national, and/or institutional guidelines for the 
care and use of animals were followed.’ 
• If the study did not involve human or animal subjects state that: ‘This 
article does not contain any studies with human participants or animals 
performed by any of the authors.’ 
• Please also include an informed consent statement: ‘Informed consent 
was obtained from all individual participants included in the study.’ 
• Or alternatively, for retrospective studies, please add the following 
sentence: ‘For this study formal consent was not required.’ 
• If identifying information about participants is available in the article, the 
following statement should be included: ‘Additional informed consent 
was obtained from all individual participants for whom identifying 
information is included in this article.’ 
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• When funding is from a block grant or other resources available to a 
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REVIEWERS’ COMMENTS 
Reviewer 1:  
  
Peer-Review of Article:   
  
The FC Orth(SA) final examination’s keeper: How effective is the written component?  
Recommendations following review:  
  
1)  Accepted with minor revision   
Summary   
• The authors set out to determine the annual pass rate of The FC Orth SA examination and 
examine the correlation between the written and clinical/oral components.  
General comments  
• Well written article on a very relevant topic. Well done. Pity we have limited data as you correctly 
pointed out in the limitations section.  
• Authors should check instructions to authors again. I few aspects needs to be changed i.e. 
Conclusion needs to be under a different heading.   
Acknowledgements and ethical statement before the references, etc.  
Small issues.   
Specific Comments:  
• Line 68-71: I do not believe the study design lends itself to hypothesis testing. I would omit this 
section.  
• Line 75-76: Why was the results of candidates who were unable to complete the written 
component were excluded from the analysis.   
• Figure 3: It would have been interesting to pass rate for each examination rather than per year. I 
would have liked to see the variance per centre of examination.  
• Line 150: Maybe .... are testing different aspects of competency... rather than examination skills. 
Furthermore, It could also indicate a different approach to the marks being given by the 
examiners when facing the person they are examining. Might be easier to fail someone when they 
are just a number?  
• Line 166: Or it might be that examiners are more strict when it comes to the clinicals  
  
• Line 174: Importantly, it might indicate lack of standardization of the examine between different 
hosting centres.  
• Line 179: Not all our readers are educationalists. Can you please explain the term standard setting.  
  
Reviewer 2  
The FC Orth(SA) exam review  
P1. Title.  
I do not understand “…final examination’s keeper:….”   
Think title should be “ …..final examinations :………”  
  
P4. 3rd last paragraph ending ‘Each case was marked against a checklist by two examiners.’  
This statement is not accurate. The short cases are not marked against a checklist, unlike the oral 
exam in the next paragraph.  Also in the same paragraph, it is not correct to say that the short cases 
are minor cases. They are in fact as major as the long cases.  
  
P9. Last paragraph: “The findings suggests the value of the various components of this examination” 
Revise the sentence, it is incomplete.      
  
Fig 2. Caption.  
The title on the blue curve is rather confusing. We would normally use the term written attempts in 
relation to a candidate who rewrites the exam. The narrative on th figure 2 on p.5 of the text is 
however quite clear on what the blue curve is.  Suggest use the same term as in the narrative, like 
‘no candidates who wrote’  
Otherwise a well-written article, excellent discussion of the results.    
  
 
